
Getting Started
Remove your BUSTER DogMaze from all packaging and place 
it on a level surface (its stable construction and soft rubber 
‘feet’ allow it to be used on hard floors, carpet or even grass).

Place dry treats or kibble into the deep curved tracks  
ensuring initially that some of the food is located close to 
the two food exit points so that he receives a quick ‘pay off’ 
for his efforts.

Allow your dog to investigate the BUSTER DogMaze and 
watch as he uses his nose, tongue and paws to chase the 
food down the channels to the exit points. By being able 
to both see and smell the food, your dog will be motivated  
to keep trying until he has totally emptied the BUSTER  
DogMaze.

Remember to encourage your dog and praise him as he gets 
the idea of emptying the BUSTER DogMaze!

Use it again and again to keep him entertained!

Is it just for dogs?
Whilst the BUSTER DogMaze was originally designed for 
dogs, many owners have used it with great effect 
for cats, parrots and even small furries!
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The BUSTER DogMaze Mini is suitable for dogs <10 kg.

The BUSTER DogMaze is suitable for dog >10 kg.

DogMaze
 - challenge your dog
BUSTER DogMaze – the daily challenge for all food’n fun loving dogs

Scan to watch 
the video!
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What is BUSTER DogMaze?
BUSTER DogMaze is an innovative and fun way to feed your 
dog. Once filled with dry kibble it becomes a food bowl, a 
mentally stimulating toy and doggie entertainment centre 
all rolled into one!

The BUSTER DogMaze Mini is suitable for dogs <10 kg and 
the BUSTER DogMaze is suitable for dogs >10 kg.

The BUSTER DogMaze is made from tough, non-toxic  
plastic and is dishwasher safe so is easy to keep clean and 
hygienic. There are no small parts to be lost or swallowed 
by your pet. If your dog is destructive then the BUSTER  
DogMaze should be removed once empty to prevent chewing.  
Most dogs however soon learn that the fun is in removing 
the food not in chewing the BUSTER DogMaze.

Why use BUSTER DogMaze?
Today’s dogs are all derived from original breeds that were 
selected for their ability to do a job of work such as hunting, 
herding and flushing or retrieving game but most are kept 
simply as pets. The result is a generation of dogs that are 
living in homes where they are unable to display their natural 
behaviours and many end up anxious, bored and frustrated. 

Excessive barking, destructive behaviour, separation anxiety,  
attention seeking and stealing are all common behaviour 
problems that result from dogs that lack mental stimulation. 
Whilst physical exercise can 
go someway to resolving 
these issues, working 
your dog’s brain can 
tire him in a way 
that walking 
never can!

Learn to Earn!
All animals need food! However, unlike their wild or feral 
cousins our pet’s food usually comes for free twice a day in 
a bowl. One of the simplest ways to occupy and mentally 
stimulate dogs, cats and puppies is to throw away the bowl 
and start making him earn his food for himself!

BUSTER DogMaze is also an excellent tool for keeping  
puppies and dogs entertained whilst they are crated or on 
restricted exercise and most important of all………………..it’s FUN!

Health Benefits
Bolting food is a common problem with greedy or overweight 
dogs; by slowing down your dog’s eating he will feel fuller for 
longer and thus less likely to scavenge or steal!

It also means you can feed your dog less without feeling 
guilty that his dinner is gone in seconds!

Bolting food has also been linked to gastric torsions or ‘bloat’ 
in dogs; slowing his feeding may actually be beneficial to his 
health.

In our studies whilst developing BUSTER DogMaze we found 
that the average dog took at least four times longer to finish 
his regular meal when fed through BUSTER DogMaze, many 
took much longer!

Using your BUSTER DogMaze
Using your Buster DogMaze is simple and fun; once  
introduced you can simply use it as a replacement to your  
pet’s regular food bowl keeping him entertained every meal 
time. Of  course treats can also be fed through the BUSTER 
DogMaze!
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NEW SIZE - NEW COLOURS

THE TOY THAT THINKS IT’S A BOWL


